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Abstract. Recently the term Web Services Orchestration has been in-
troduced to address composition and coordination of Web Services. Sev-
eral languages to describe orchestration for business processes have been
presented and many of them use concepts such as long-running trans-
actions and compensations to cope with error handling. WS-BPEL is
currently the best suited in this field. However, its complexity hinders
rigorous treatment. In this paper we address the notion of orchestration
from a formal point of view, with particular attention to transactions
and compensations. In particular, we discuss webπ∞, an untimed sub-
calculus of webπ [15] which is a simple and conservative extension of
the π-calculus. We introduce it as a theoretical and foundational model
for Web Services coordination. We simplify some semantical and prag-
matical aspects, in particular regarding temporization, gaining a better
understanding of the fundamental issues. To discuss the usefulness of the
language we consider a case study: we formalize an e-commerce transac-
tional scenario drawing on a case presented in our previous work [12].

1 Introduction

The aim of Web Services is to ease and to automate business process collabora-
tions across enterprise boundaries. The core Web Services standards, WSDL [11]
and UDDI [26], cover calling services over the Internet and finding them, but
they are not enough. Creating collaborative processes requires an additional
layer on top of the Web Services protocol stack: this way we can achieve Web
Services composition and orchestration. In particular, orchestration is the de-
scription of interactions and messages flow between services in the context of a
business process [23]. Orchestration is not a new concept; in the past it has been
called workflow [28].

1.1 The State of the Art in Orchestration

Three specifications have been introduced to cover orchestration: Web Services
Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL or BPEL for short) [1] which
is the successor of Microsoft XLANG [25, 5] and IBM WSFL [16], together
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with WS-Coordination (WS-C) [29] and WS-Transaction (WS-T) [30]. BPEL
is a workflow-like definition language that allows to describe sophisticated busi-
ness processes; WS-Coordination and WS-Transaction complement it to provide
mechanisms for defining specific standard protocols to be used by transaction
processing systems, workflow systems, or other applications that wish to coordi-
nate multiple services. Together, these specifications address connectivity issues
that arise when Web Services run on several platforms across organizations.

1.2 Transactions in Web Services

A common business scenario involves multiple parties and different organizations
over a time frame. Negotiations, commitments, shipments and errors happen. A
business transaction between a manufacturer and its suppliers ends successfully
only when parts are delivered to their final destination, and this could be days
or weeks after the initial placement of the order.

A transaction completes successfully (commits) or it fails (aborts) undoing
(roll-backing) all its past actions. Web services transactions [17] are long-running
transactions. As such, they pose several problems. It is not feasible to turn an
entire long-running transaction into an ACID transaction, since maintaining
isolation for a long time poses performance issues [31]. Roll-backing is also an
issue. Undoing many actions after a long time from the start of a transaction
entails trashing what could be a vast amount of work.

Since in our scenario a traditional roll-back is not feasible, Web Services
orchestration environments provide a compensation mechanism which can be
executed when the effects of a transaction must be cancelled. What a compen-
sation policy does depends on the application. For example, a customer orders
a book from an on-line retailer. The following day, that customer gets a copy of
the book elsewhere, then requests the store to withdraw the order. As a com-
pensation, the store can cancel the order, or charge a fee. In any case, in the end
the application has reached a state that it considers equivalent to what it was
before the transaction started.

The notions of orchestration and compensation require a formal definition.
In this paper, we address orchestration with particular attention to web transac-
tions. We introduce webπ∞, a subcalculus of webπ [15] that does not model time,
as a simple extension of the π-calculus. As a case study, we discuss and formal-
ize an e-commerce transactional scenario building on a previous one, which we
presented in an earlier work [12] using a different algebra, the Event Calculus,
which we introduced in [18]. The Event Calculus needed some improvement to
make it more readable and easier to use for modelling real-world scenarios. This
paper is a step in that direction.

1.3 Related Work

In this paper we mainly refer to BPEL, the most likely candidate to become a
standard among workflow-based composition languages. Other languages have
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been introduced, among them WS-CDL [14], which claims to be in some relation
with the fusion calculus [22].

Other papers discuss formal semantics of compensable activities in this con-
text. [13] is mainly inspired by XLANG; the calculus in [9] is inspired by BP-
Beans [10]; the πt-calculus [8] focuses on BizTalk; [6] deals with short-lived
transactions in BizTalk; [7] also presents the formal semantics for a hierarchy of
transactional calculi with increasing expressiveness.

Some authors believe that time should be introduced both at the model level
and at the protocols and implementation levels [15, 3, 2, 4]. XLANG, for instance,
provides a notion of timed transaction as a special case of long running activity.
BPEL uses timers to achieve a similar behavior. This is a very appropriate
feature when programming business services which cannot wait forever for the
other parties reply.

1.4 Outline

This work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain our formal approach
to orchestration: extending the π-calculus to include transactions. In Section
3 we discuss this extension with its syntax and semantics, while in Section 4
we discuss an e-commerce transactional scenario to show the strength of the
language. Section 5 draws a conclusion.

2 A Formal Approach to Web Services Orchestration

Business process orchestration has to meet several requirements, including pro-
viding a way to manage exceptions and transactional integrity [23]. Orchestration
languages for Web Services should have the following interesting operations: se-
quence, parallel, conditional, send to/receive from other Web Services on typed
WSDL ports, invocation of Web Services, error handling.

BPEL covers all these aspects. Its current specification, however, is rather
involved. A major issue is error handling. BPEL provides three different mecha-
nisms for coping with abnormal situations: fault handling, compensation handling
and event handling. 1 Documentation shows ambiguities, in particular when in-
teractions between these mechanisms are required. Therefore it is difficult to use
the language, and we want to address this issue.

Our goal is to define a clear model with the smallest set of operators which
implement the operations discussed above, and simple to use for application de-
signers. We build on the π-calculus [21, 20, 24], a well known process algebra. It
is simple and appropriate for orchestration purposes. It includes: a parallel oper-
ator allowing explicit concurrency; a restriction operator allowing composition-
ality and explicit resource creation; a recursion or a process definition operator
allowing Turing completeness; a sequence operator allowing causal relationship

1 The BPEL event handling mechanism was not designed for error handling only.
However, here we use it for this purpose.
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between activities; an inaction operator which is just a ground term for induc-
tive definition on sequencing; message passing and in particular name passing
operators allowing communication and link mobility.

There is an open debate on the use of π-calculus versus Petri nets in the
context of Web Services composition [27]. The main reason here for using the
π-calculus for formalization is that the so called Web Services composition lan-
guages, like XLANG, BPEL and WS-CDL claim to be based on it, and they
should therefore allow rigorous mathematical treatment. However, no interest-
ing relation with process algebras has really been proved for any of them, nor an
effective tool for analysis and reasoning, either theoretical or software based, has
been released. Therefore, we see a gap that needs to be filled, and we want to
address the problem of composing services starting directly from the π-calculus.

By itself the π-calculus does not support any transactional mechanism. Pro-
gramming complex business processes with failure handling in term of message
passing only is not reasonable; also, the Web Services environment requires that
several operations have transactional properties and be treated as a single logi-
cal unit of work when performed within a single business transaction. Below we
consider a simple extension of the π-calculus that covers transactions.

3 The Orchestration Calculus webπ∞

The syntax of webπ∞ processes relies on countable sets of names, ranged over
by x, y, z, u, · · ·. Tuples of names are written ũ.

P ::=
0 (nil)

| x 〈ũ〉 (output)
| x(ũ).P (input)
| (x)P (restriction)
| P |P (parallel composition)
| A(ũ) (process invocation)
| 〈|P ; P |〉x (transaction)

We are assuming a set of process constants, ranged over by A, in order to
support process definition. A defining equation for a process identifier A is of
the form

A(ũ)
def
= P

where each occurrence of A in P has to be guarded, i.e. it is underneath an input
prefix. It holds fn(P ) ⊆ {ũ} and ũ is composed by pairwise distinct names.

A process can be the inert process 0, an output x 〈ũ〉 sent on a name x that
carries a tuple of names ũ, an input x(ũ).P that consumes a message x 〈w̃〉 and
behaves like P{w̃/ũ}, a restriction (x)P that behaves as P except that inputs
and messages on x are prohibited, a parallel composition of processes, a process
invocation A(ũ) or a transaction 〈|P ; R|〉x that behaves as the body P until a
transaction abort message x 〈〉 is received, then it behaves as the compensation Q.
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Names x in outputs and inputs are called subjects of outputs and inputs
respectively. It is worth noticing that the syntax of webπ∞ processes simply
extends the asynchronous π-calculus with the transaction process.

The input x(ũ).P and restriction (x)P are binders of names ũ and x re-
spectively. The scope of these binders is the processes P . We use the standard
notions of α-equivalence, free and bound names of processes, noted fn(P ), bn(P )
respectively. In particular

fn(〈|P ; R|〉x) = fn(P ) ∪ fn(R) ∪ {x} and α-equivalence equates (x)(〈|P ; Q|〉x)
with (z)(〈|P{z/x} ; Q{z/x}|〉z);

In the following we let τ.P be the process (z)(z 〈〉 | z().P ) where z �∈ fn(P ).
webπ∞ processes considered in this paper are always well-formed according to
the following:

Definition 1 (Well-formedness). Received names cannot be used as subjects
of inputs. Formally, in x(ũ).P free subjects of inputs in P do not belong to
names ũ.

This property avoids a situation where different services receive information on
the same channel, which is a nonsense in the service oriented paradigm.

3.1 Semantics of the Language

We give the semantics for the language in two steps, following the approach of
Milner [19], separating the laws which govern the static relations between pro-
cesses from the laws which rule their interactions. The first step is defining a
static structural congruence relation over syntactic processes. A structural con-
gruence relation for processes equates all agents we do not want to distinguish.
It is introduced as a small collection of axioms that allow minor manipulation
on the processes’ structure. This relation is intended to express some intrinsic
meanings of the operators, for example the fact that parallel is commutative. The
second step is defining the way in which processes evolve dynamically by means
of an operational semantics. This way we simplify the statement of the seman-
tics just closing with respect to ≡, i.e. closing under process order manipulation
induced by structural congruence.

Definition 2. The structural congruence ≡ is the least congruence closed with
respect to α-renaming, satisfying the abelian monoid laws for parallel (associa-
tivity, commutativity and 0 as identity), and the following axioms:

1. the scope laws:

(u)0 ≡ 0, (u)(v)P ≡ (v)(u)P,
P | (u)Q ≡ (u)(P |Q) , if u �∈ fn(P )

〈|(z)P ; Q|〉x ≡ (z)〈|P ; Q|〉x , if z �∈ {x} ∪ fn(Q)
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2. the invocation law:

A(ṽ) ≡ P{ṽ/ũ} if A(ũ)
def
= P

3. the transaction laws:

〈|0 ; Q|〉x ≡ 0
〈|〈|P ; Q|〉y |R ; R′|〉x ≡ 〈|P ; Q|〉y | 〈|R ; R′|〉x

4. the floating law:
〈|z 〈ũ〉 |P ; Q|〉x ≡ z 〈ũ〉 | 〈|P ; Q|〉x

The scope and invocation laws are standard. Let us discuss transaction and
floating laws, which are unusual. The law 〈|0 ; Q|〉x ≡ 0 defines committed
transactions, namely transactions with 0 as body. These transactions, being
committed, are equivalent to 0 and, therefore, cannot fail anymore. The law
〈|〈|P ; Q|〉y |R ; R′|〉x ≡ 〈|P ; Q|〉y | 〈|R ; R′|〉x moves transactions outside parent
transactions, thus flattening the nesting of transactions. Notwithstanding this
flattening, parent transactions may still affect children transactions by means of
transaction names. The law 〈|z 〈ũ〉 |P ; R|〉x ≡ z 〈ũ〉 | 〈|P ; R|〉x floats messages
outside transactions; it models that messages are particles that independently
move towards their inputs. The intended semantics is the following: if a process
emits a message, this message traverses the surrounding transaction boundaries,
until it reaches the corresponding input. In case an outer transaction fails, recov-
ery actions for this message may be detailed inside the compensation processes.
The dynamic behavior of processes is defined by the reduction relation.

Definition 3. The reduction relation → is the least relation satisfying the fol-
lowing axioms and closed with respect to ≡, (x) , | and 〈| ; Q|〉x:

(com)

x 〈ṽ〉 |x(ũ).P → P{ṽ/ũ}
(fail)

x | 〈|∏i∈I xi(ũi).Pi ; Q|〉x → Q (I �= ∅)

Rule (com) is standard in process calculi and models input-output interaction.
Rule (fail) models transaction failures: when a transaction abort (a message on
a transaction name) is emitted, the corresponding transaction is terminated by
garbage collecting the threads (the input processes) in its body and activating
the compensation. On the contrary, aborts are not possible if the transaction is
already terminated, namely every thread in the body has completed its job.

4 A Case Study

In this section, we discuss an implementation in webπ∞ of a classical e-business
scenario: a customer attempts to buy a set of items from some providers, using a
coordination service exposed by a web portal. Actors involved in this e-business
scenario are a customer, a web portal and a set of item providers.
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4.1 Participants

The roles who take part in the purchase scenario are the following:

1. a customer sends a request to a shopping portal, and waits for a response.
The customer can express some constraints: for example, “I want to buy
either all items or no one at all”. The web portal takes care of implementing
policies like this one;

2. a web portal tries to fulfill customers’ requests and their constraints about
the purchase policy. It acts as a coordinator;

3. an item provider accepts two kinds of requests from the web portal: a
simple browsing of the price-list (read-only), and a purchase request of an
item.

The web portal, on behalf of a customer, tries to buy an item from a provider.
This could be a failure or success. In case of failure, the web portal is informed,
and the item provider forgets everything about the transaction. In case of suc-
cess, if the request can be fulfilled, the item provider declares that the sale is
complete, and it begins the execution of an internal process which simulates the
delivery of the item. Meanwhile, the customer can change her mind and tell the
item provider, which will compensate the relative transaction, i.e. take some ac-
tions to establish a safe state. An example of compensation may be charging a
fee. This mechanism will be explained more in detail below within the webπ∞
specification.

4.2 Constraints

When sending a purchase request, a customer can also specify the behavior that
the complete transaction must follow. For example, a customer wants to buy
formal attire: a suit, a pair of shoes, a shirt and a tie. A reasonable constraint
to impose is that either the shirt and the tie should come together, or none
of them, while the suit and the shoes are optional. In our specification, we
describe a simplified policy called all or nothing. This means that the purchase
transaction will be successful only if all sub-transactions will commit, otherwise
the purchase will fail. To implement this constraint, the web portal uses the
compensation service that the item providers provide.

Buy requests are emitted simultaneously to each item provider, and the web
portal gets their outcomes. If each sub-transaction is successful, the web portal
informs the customer that its request has been satisfied, otherwise, it compen-
sates any committed sub-transaction.

In our implementation we simplify this scenario. Instead of asking the cus-
tomer for constraints over an order, we apply a built-in policy. This is fair to
pose, because constraints are contained in the coordinator process, and this does
not affect the behavior of item providers. It is also very easy to specify different
purchase policies, because they are clearly separated from the mechanisms which
control them. Further, we also assume that a customer wants to buy two items
only from two different sellers.
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4.3 Formal Description

We now present a formal description of all participants and how they can be
composed in an e-business scenario.

World
WORLD() := (ac)(ap)(c1)(p1)(c2)(p2)(

CUSTOMER(ac, ap)
| WEB PORTAL(ac, ap, c1, p1, c2, p2)
| IP1(c1, p1)
| IP2(c2, p2))

The process WORLD() composes the various participants to the scenario; first of
all, it creates some global channels, used by the processes to interact together:
the channels ac and ap are the web portal interfaces exposed to the customers.
So, they are passed as arguments both to the CUSTOMER(ac, ap) and to the
WEB PORTAL(ac, ap, c1, p1, c2, p2) processes. The first one is used to require a
price list, while the second one to emit a purchase order.

The other global channels are the set of pairs ci and pi, which are respectively
the query and the purchase interface of the ith item provider. Those names
are passed as arguments to the WEB PORTAL(ac, ap, c1, p1, c2, p2) and IPi(ci, pi)
processes.

We do not model message loss, because we suppose that reliable protocols are
used, which would take care of any transmission error, and we ignore the issue
of site crashes. We also assume the world as a closed system, in the sense that
fn(()WORLD()) = ∅. Because of the dynamic nature of the scenario, this could
be regarded as a rather strong assumption. All these aspects could be taken into
account in a future evolution of the specification.

Customer

CUSTOMER(ac, ap) := (q̃1)(q̃2)(ar)(as)(af )(
ac 〈q̃1, q̃2, ar〉 | ar(˜l1,˜l2).ap 〈q̃1, q̃2, as, af 〉 |
as().S() | af ().F())

The customer process first browses a price list. When it receives an answer, it
emits a purchase request, and waits for the outcome. To do this it creates these
names: q̃1 and q̃2, which contain the two item preferences, the channel ar, which is
the restricted reply channel used by the Web Portal to inform the customer about
the price list consultation, and the two channels as (success) and af (failure),
which signal respectively the outcome of the purchase transaction. Then the
customer process sends the message ac 〈q̃1, q̃2, ar〉 to the web portal consultation
interface. This message carries the items description and the reply channel. This
first phase ends with the receipt of the reply message ar(l̃1, l̃2), which carries
two names, l̃1 and l̃2, encoding the features of the requested items, like their
availability, the selling price and many others. Basing on this information, the
customer process elaborates its orders — which are encoded in q̃1 and q̃2 — and
sends a purchase order ap 〈q̃1, q̃2, as, af 〉 containing the item specifications and
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the outcome channels, as and af . When the customer process receives one of
this message, the purchase transaction has completed and it goes on with the
appropriate task identified by S() or F(). Moreover, it is guaranteed that either
all the items have been bought, or the appropriate compensations have been
emitted.

Web Portal

WEB PORTAL(ac, ap, c1, p1, c2, p2) := ac(q̃1, q̃2, ar).(
ENGINE(ap, c1, p1, c2, p2, q̃1, q̃2, ar) |
WEB PORTAL(ac, ap, c1, p1, c2, p2))

ENGINE(ap, c1, p1, c2, p2, q̃1, q̃2, ar) := QUERY(c1, c2, q̃1, q̃2, ar) |
PURCHASE(ap, p1, p2)

QUERY(c1, c2, q̃1, q̃2, ar) := (r1)(r2)(c1 〈q̃1, r1〉 | c2 〈q̃2, r2〉 |
r1(q̃1,˜l1).r2(q̃2,˜l2).ar 〈˜l1,˜l2〉)

PURCHASE(ap, p1, p2) := ap(q̃1, q̃2, as, af ).(r1
s)(r1

f )(r2
s)(r2

f )(
p1 〈q̃1, r

1
s , r1

f 〉 | p2 〈q̃2, r
2
s , r2

f 〉 |
WAIT(r1

s , r1
f , r2

s , r2
f , as, af ))

The web portal process exposes a service which can be used by a customer
to query some distributed price lists, and subsequently to purchase the items.
When it receives a request ac(q̃1, q̃2, ar), it executes a managing process —
ENGINE(ap, c1, p1, c2, p2, q̃1, q̃2, ar) — and it creates a duplicate, to wait for fur-
ther requests.

The ENGINE(ap, c1, p1, c2, p2, q̃1, q̃2, ar) process executes two sub-processes
QUERY(c1, c2, q̃1, q̃2, ar) and PURCHASE(ap, p1, p2). The first of these subtasks,
QUERY(c1, c2, q̃1, q̃2, ar), receives the consulting channels c1 and c2, the customer
preferences q̃1 and q̃2 and the reply channel ar. It emits in parallel the various
price list consultations with the messages c1 〈q̃1, r1〉 and c2 〈q̃2, r2〉, which contain
the customer preferences and the private channels r1 and r2 on which it will wait
for a reply. Those replies contain the outcomes of the queries executed on the
item provider’s databases — encoded with names l̃1 and l̃2. When the web portal
receives them, it forwards them to the customer application with the message
ar 〈l̃1, l̃2〉, and it waits for a purchase order on the channel ap(q̃1, q̃2, as, af ).

The process PURCHASE(ap, p1, p2) is called with the channel ap, on which
it will wait for the customer’s order, and the item providers’ channels p1 and
p2. First, it receives the customer’s request ap(q̃1, q̃2, as, af ), which contains the
item specifications and the pair of success/failure channels. At this point, it cre-
ates a pair of success/failure reply channels rs and rf for each item provider,
and emits the purchase requests p1 〈q̃1, r

1
s , r1

f 〉 and p2 〈q̃2, r
2
s , r2

f 〉. When the re-
quests have been emitted, the process PURCHASE(ap, p1, p2) executes the pro-
cess WAIT(r1

s , r1
f , r2

s , r2
f , as, af ), which will manage the purchase transactions’

outcomes.

Waiting Process. The process WAIT(r1
s , r1

f , r2
s , r2

f , as, af ) waits for the out-
come of the item provider 1 in this way:
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WAIT(r1
s , r1

f , r2
s , r2

f , as, af ) := r1
s(q̃1,˜l1, t1).WAITS,�(t1, r2

s , r2
f , as, af )

| r1
f (q̃1,˜l1).WAITF,�(r2

s , r2
f , as, af )

WAITS,�(t1, r2
s , r2

f , as, af ) := r2
s(q̃2,˜l2, t2).POLICYS,S(t1, t2, as, af )
| r2

f (q̃2,˜l2).POLICYS,F(t1, as, af )
WAITF,�(r2

s , r2
f , as, af ) := r2

s(q̃2,˜l2, t2).POLICYF,S(t2, as, af )
| r2

f (q̃2,˜l2).POLICYF,F(as, af )

If the item provider 1 is able to fulfill the order, it emits a message on the input
channel r1

s(q̃1, l̃1, t1). When the web portal receives this message, the process
WAITS,�(t1, r2

s , r2
f , as, af ) can start. This process manages all the cases in which

the item provider 1 is successful. On the other hand, if the item provider 1
is not able to fulfill the order, the web portal receives a failure message on the
input channel r1

f (q̃1, l̃1), and the process WAITF,�(r2
s , r2

f , as, af ) is executed. This
process manages all the cases in which the item provider 1 fails.

The behavior of WAITS,�(t1, r2
s , r2

f , as, af ) and WAITF,�(r2
s , r2

f , as, af ) is quite
clear: each one waits for the outcome of the item provider 2. When the web
portal receives the message, it will be alternatively in one of four possible states,
as shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Tree of Possible Executions

Policy Process. When all outcome messages have been collected, the web por-
tal is able to take the appropriate actions: this is done by the following processes:

POLICYS,S(t1, t2, as, af ) := as 〈〉
POLICYS,F(t1, as, af ) := af 〈〉 | t1 〈〉
POLICYF,S(t2, as, af ) := af 〈〉 | t2 〈〉
POLICYF,F(as, af ) := af 〈〉

The first process manages the case in which both of the item providers are
successful; in this case, the customer is informed that its purchase order can
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be fulfilled. This process receives the compensation handlers t1 and t2 also if it
does not use them. This is because, in general, the web portal could implement
a policy different from all or nothing.

The process POLICYS,F(t1, as, af ) manages the case where the item provider
1 is successful, and the item provider 2 is faulty: to fulfill the constraints imposed
by the customer, the transaction is cancelled with the emission of the compen-
sation request t1 〈〉. This way, the web portal implements the all or nothing
behavior required by the customer. The case where the item provider 1 is faulty
while the item provider 2 is successful is simply the dual case. The case where
both the item providers are faulty is managed simply by emitting a message on
the reply channel af , and no compensation is required.

It would be easy to generalize the algorithm to an at least one policy. In such a
scenario, the web portal would send a success message in all the first three cases,
while in the fourth one, it would send a failure message. No compensations would
be required.

Item Provider

IPi(ci, pi) := (dbc)(dbp)(CPi(ci, dbc) | PPi(pi, dbp) | DBPi(dbc, dbp))

The generic ith item provider receives two names as arguments, ci and pi. These
names are global, i.e. they have been created by the WORLD() process. The
former represent the item provider interface for the consulting service, while the
latter is used to receive a buying order. When the item provider process begins
its execution, it creates a pair of channels, which are used to interact with a
database process. The channel dbc is used to invoke a price list consultation
service exposed by the database; the channel dbp is used to emit a purchase order
to the same database. After the creation of these channels, the item provider
creates three sub-processes, CPi(ci, dbc), PPi(pi, dbp) and DBPi(dbc, dbp). The
first two processes manage the consultation and the purchase orders emitted by
the customer, while the third one represents a database process.

Consulting Process

CPi(ci, dbc) := ci(q̃i, ri).((odbc)(dbc 〈q̃i, odbc〉 | odbc(q̃i,˜li).ri 〈q̃i,˜li〉)
| CPi(ci, dbc))

CPi(ci, dbc) is a server process which receives price list read requests. It receives
two names, ci and dbc. The first name is the input channel it will listen to
for a request, while the second one is the access point for the database querying
service. The process CPi(ci, dbc) behaves as follows: when it receives a price check
request ci(q̃i, ri), containing the customer preferences q̃i and a reply channel ri,
it duplicates itself and begins the price list reading operations. It creates a fresh
name, odbc, and sends it to the database consulting service with the message
dbc 〈q̃i, odbc〉, which contains also the customer preferences q̃i. Then it waits
for an outcome (odbc(q̃i, l̃i)) and forwards it to the web portal, using the reply
channel ri 〈q̃i, l̃i〉.
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Purchase Process

PPi(pi, dbp) := pi(q̃i, rs, rf ).((odbcs)(odbcf )(s)(f)(ti)(dbp 〈q̃i, odbcs, odbcf , s〉
| 〈|odbcs(q̃i,˜li, t).(f 〈〉 | rs 〈q̃i,˜li, ti〉 | ti().t 〈〉) ; 0|〉s

| 〈|odbcf (q̃i,˜li).(s 〈〉 | rf 〈q̃i,˜li〉) ; 0|〉f ) | PPi(pi, dbp))

The second sub-process created by the item provider PPi(pi, dbp) manages the
purchase orders emitted by the web portal on behalf of the customer. When this
process runs, it receives two names, pi and dbp. The first name is the access point
for the purchase service exposed by the item provider. The second name repre-
sents a private channel shared between the purchase manager and the database
process that is used to invoke the purchase service exposed by the database.

The process PPi(pi, dbp) waits for a purchase request on the global channel pi.
The request contains the customer’s preferences q̃i and a pair of success/failure
reply channels, rs and rf . When the process receives this message, it makes a
copy of itself and waits for further requests, and begins the purchase managing
operations. First it creates two fresh names, odbcs and odbcf , which are a pair of
success/failure reply channels. Then it creates two transactions, s and f , which
manage the cases of success and failure of the purchase process. Those names
are restricted, together with the name ti, which will be used by the web portal
to compensate a successful purchase transaction. The purchase process emits a
request message dbp 〈q̃i, odbcs, odbcf , s〉, which contains the customer preferences
q̃i, a pair of success/failure reply channels odbcs and odbcf and the name of
successful transaction manager, s. Its usefulness is shown below.

After the emission of the purchase request, the process activates the success
and the failure transactions. Those transactions share a very similar behavior.
Each one listens to the appropriate channel for the database outcome. This
means that the transaction s waits for a success message on the odbcs channel,
while the transaction f waits on the odbcf channel. In both cases, the outcome
message brings the customer preferences q̃i and the query result l̃i. Moreover, in
case of success, the message contains also the name of the database transaction
which manages the delivery of the requested item. This name can be used to
compensate this activity, as we show below.

When one of the two specular transaction receives the purchase outcome, it
triggers the other one. As the two compensation processes are the 0 process,
this mechanism acts like an explicit garbage collector.2 After receiving of the
outcome, the appropriate transaction forwards it to the web portal. In case of a
success, moreover, the reply message contains also a transaction name that can
be used to activate the database delivery compensation. Instead of the original
name received by the database process, t, a placeholder, ti, is sent. This forbids
a direct access to an internal process — the database — by an external process.
In case of success, indeed, the item provider acts as a wrapper for the database

2 This feature is not really necessary, because the other transaction remains deadlocked
on a restricted name, but is useful to show how it is possible to implement a garbage
collector with the compensation mechanism provided by the transactions.
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compensation mechanism. When the item provider receives a compensation re-
quest, it emits the correct signal. The execution of this wrapper process lasts
until the delivery operations end. When this happens the clearing signal s is
emitted by the database process.

Database Process

DBPi(dbc, dbp) := DBPc
i (dbc) | DBPp

i (dbp)
DBPc

i (dbc) := dbc(q̃i, odbc).((˜li)(odbc 〈q̃i,˜li〉) | DBPc
i (dbc))

DBPp
i (dbp) := dbp(q̃i, odbcs, odbcf , s).(

(˜li)(t)(odbcs 〈q̃i,˜li, t〉 | (〈|dlv() ; cmp()|〉t.s 〈〉)
⊕odbcf 〈q̃i,˜li〉) |
DBPp

i (dbp))

The third sub-process created by the item provider is DBPi(dbc, dbp). This pro-
cess simulates the behavior of a DBMS. In particular, it exposes two kinds of
services: the price list consultation and the purchase order. It receives a pair
of private channels dbc and dbp and shares them with the item provider. The
former is the access point on which it will wait for a price list consultation, while
the latter is used to listen for purchase orders.

Two distinct sub-processes manage the two activities mentioned above. The
process DBPc

i (dbc) manages the price list consultation. When it receives a re-
quest message, it creates a duplicate. The request message carries the customer’s
preferences q̃i and a reply channel odbc. Now, the database simply creates a new
name, l̃i, which represents the outcome of the query executed on the DBMS,
and sends it back to the item provider. This operation simulates a database
query, and can never fail; if a query produces no results, its outcome is correctly
encoded on the fresh name l̃i.

The process DBPp
i (dbp) deals with purchase orders, delivery of goods and

any compensation requested by the web portal. At first, the process receives a
purchase order from the item provider. This request contains the item preferences
q̃i, a pair of success/failure reply channels odbcs and odbcf and a transaction
name s. When it receives the request, the process makes a copy of itself, creates
a new name l̃i, which represents the query outcome, and decides if the customer’s
request can be fulfilled or it must be rejected. To do so, it uses a constructor
called internal choice, which is represented with the symbol ⊕. This means that
only one process is chosen, while the other is simply discharged. This behavior is
easily encodable in terms of parallel composition, message passing and restriction
only. We introduce this notation just for brevity.

If the database purchase process is not able to fulfill the order, it simply emits
a message odbcf 〈q̃i, l̃i〉 on the failure reply channel odbcf , and forgets everything
about the transaction. The message contains the customer’s preferences q̃i and
the outcome of the query, represented by l̃i. In case of item availability, the
behavior of the database process is more complex. On the successful channel
odbcs, it emits a reply message, which contains the customer preferences q̃i,
the outcome of the query l̃i and the compensation handler t. In parallel with
the reply message emission, the database process begins to execute the delivery
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operations. From this moment on, the web portal can emit the compensation
request while the delivery action is being performed.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced webπ∞, a simple extension of the π-calculus with
untimed long running transactions. We discussed the notion of orchestration
without considering time constraints. This way we focused on information flow,
message passing, concurrency and resource mobility, keeping the model small and
simple. We motivated the underlying theory we rely on, the π-calculus, in terms
of expressiveness and suitability to composition and orchestration purposes. To
show the strength of the language we also proposed a formalization of an e-
commerce transactional scenario.

This work contributes a simple, concise yet powerful and expressive language,
with a solid semantics that allows formal reasoning. The language shows a clear
relation with the π-calculus, and the actual encoding of it with the π-calculus
is a feasible task, while it would be quite harder to to get such an encoding for
XLANG and other Web Services composition languages.

A possible extension of this work could be generalizing the transaction pol-
icy and proving constraints satisfaction. Other future developments building on
the results achieved in this paper include software tools for static analysis of
programs using composition and orchestration. A useful result that could stem
from this work could be streamlined definitions of syntax and semantics of web
services composition languages, to get a simpler way to model involved trans-
action behaviors. On a more theoretical side, another research direction could
be extending the calculus with a notion of time while keeping it simple. The
overall goal we have is to allow for improvement of quality and applicability of
real orchestration languages.
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